
Limitation Logging

When and where
did the situation
occur and who
were you with?

What specifically
was the problem
behaviour and the
impact on others?

What emotion did
you experience?

See the emotions wheel
on the next page.

What thought
pattern or l imiting
belief was
triggered?

Is there a fear that
is driving this
emotion or thought
pattern?

What does holding
onto this emotion,
belief or fear cost
you?

Use this template any time you are noticing you are caught in disempowering or uncomfortable states, behaviours or emotions. It will help you to identify the underlying issues, as well as and patterns behind your
unwanted behaviours. Once you can identify what is causing you to be triggered you can:   
(a) Consciously choose an alternative response
(b) Release the underlying emotions that are surfacing 
(c) Address the underlying limiting beliefs or fears that are driving these reactions
(d) All of the above.
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At work in the AM,
on 1 dec ( just
before my period -
just before an
event)

Boss asked me to
prepare a
presentation for that
afternoon - confl ict
situation with her

Annoyance &
agitation - shame

I can't do this - it 's
not enough t ime. 
It 's unfair of her to
do this.

Fear of being
pointed out as a
fool - fear of
failure

From presenting my
knowledge &
expertise
confidently - being
seen as capable

talking to my
husband about a
video i 'd recorded
- I  was really busy
+ stressed. 

snapped at my
husband when he
pointed out a
mistake

embarrassment -
shame

His comment was
not relevant to what
i  was asking help for
- but it  was because
i felt stupid really

Fear of getting
stuff wrong and
looking l ike an
idiot

Unnecessary
arguments with my
husband - hurt him
by snapping.

Example:
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